01.06.2019

STUDIO RENTAL & MASTER SUPPORT

HOTSHOP AND COLDSHOP STUDIO RENTALS
• Hotshop Rental with the Team 1 Hour: 150 € - 1/2 Hour: 100 €
• Hotshop Rental without the Team 1 Hour: 50 €
• Electric Annealing Kiln – Extra Day (for a longer firing) – 50 €/firing
• Hotshop Master – 40 €/hour
• Hotshop Worker – 25 €/hour
• Coldshop Studio – 30 €/hour
• Coldshop Master – 30 €/hour
• Sandblasting Studio – 30 €/hour
• Sandblasting Master – 30 €/hour

BEADMAKING & LAMPWORKING
• Beadmaking Studio – 10 €/hour
• Lampworking Studio – 15 €/hour
• Beadmaking & Lampworking Master – 35 €/hour
• Big Beadmaking Annealing Kiln – 35 €/firing
• Small Beadmaking Annealing Kiln – 25 €/firing

FUSING & KILNCASTING
• Fusing Studio – 25 €/day
• Kilncasting Studio – 25 €/day
• Fusing & Kilncasting Instructor – 35 €/hour
• Fusing Kiln – 60 €/m2
• Kilncasting Kiln – 65 €/firing
• Kilncasting Kiln – Extra Day (for a longer firing) – 25 €/day

OTHER RENTALS
• Enamelling Studio – 25 €/day
• Enamelling Instructor – 35 €/hour
• Enamelling Kiln – 25 €/firing
• Raku Kiln – 300 €/firing
RENTAL RULES & REGULATIONS

• Rentals require advanced scheduling
• The studios can be used by people who are familiar with basic applications
• The studios are used individually for application purposes
• The studios can be used under the supervision of a technical advisor
• The studios are available for rental between 09:30 and 16:30 during working days
• The time calculation is based on the length of time between entrance and exit hours
• The minimum pricing for rentals is for one hour
• The tools are given with a written record and they should be returned before leaving
• Although the basic tools are provided by the Glass Furnace, kiln firing, glass, personal equipment such as glasses-apron-mask-gloves and some additional materials are only available for purchase (Please see Material Prices)
• A gloryhole, a bench, hand tools and 1 plate of place in the annealing oven are included in the hotshop rental
• Extra plate costs 25 € per plate if annealer capacity is available
• For every rental hour 5 kg glass is included at the fee, extra glass will be billed as 5 €/kg.
• Hand tools, clay and plaster is included in the fusing & kilncasting rental
• A torch, mandrels and hand tools are included in the beadmaking & lampworking studio
• Hand tools are included in the enameling rental; firing, copper and enameling colors are extra
• Tongs, wood shavings and barrels are included in the raku kiln rental
• The studios should be cleaned, tools should be returned before checking out
• Please inform us if you would like to request food or accommodation
• For further information and reservations, you can contact at Hakan Kanca (hakan@glassfurnace.org)
• VAT is included in the prices, payments are taken on the same day.